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Abstract

We propose a new approach for comparing Loss Given Default (LGD) models which is

based on loss functions de�ned in terms of regulatory capital charge. Our comparison

method improves the banks�ability to absorb their unexpected credit losses, by penalizing

more heavily LGD forecast errors made on credits associated with high exposure and

long maturity. We also introduce asymmetric loss functions that only penalize the LGD

forecast errors that lead to underestimate the regulatory capital. We show theoretically

that our approach ranks models di¤erently compared to the traditional approach which

only focuses on LGD forecast errors. We apply our methodology to six competing LGD

models using a sample of almost 10,000 defaulted credit and leasing contracts provided by

an international bank. Our empirical �ndings clearly show that models�rankings based

on capital charge losses di¤er from those based on the LGD loss functions currently used

by regulators, banks, and academics.
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1 Introduction

Since the Basel II agreements, banks have the possibility to develop internal rating models

to compute their regulatory capital charge for credit risk, through the internal rating-based

approach (IRB). The IRB approach can be viewed as an external risk model based on the

asymptotic single risk factor (ASRF) model. This risk model relies on four key risk parameters:

the exposure at default (EAD), the probability of default (PD), the loss given default (LGD),

and the e¤ective maturity (M). The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) allows

�nancial institutions to use one of the following two methods: (1) the Foundation IRB (FIRB),

in which banks only estimate the PD, the other parameters being arbitrarily set; (2) the

Advanced IRB (AIRB), in which banks estimate both the PD and the LGD using their own

internal risk models.

In this paper, we propose a new approach for comparing LGD models which is based on

loss functions de�ned in terms of regulatory capital charge. Given the importance of the

LGD parameter in the Basel risk weight function and the regulatory capital for credit risk,

the LGD model comparison is a crucial problem for banks and regulators. Unlike PD, the

LGD estimates enter the capital requirement formula in a linear way and, as a consequence,

the estimation errors have a strong impact on required capital. Furthermore, there is no

benchmark model emerging from the "zoo" of LGD models currently used by regulators,

banks, and academics.1 Indeed, the academic literature on LGD de�nition, measurement,

and modelling is surprisingly underdeveloped and is particularly dwarfed by the one on PD

models. The LGD can be broadly de�ned as the ratio (expressed as percentage of the EAD)

of the loss that will never be recovered by the bank in case of default, or equivalently by one

minus the recovery rate. While this de�nition is clear, the measurement and the modelling

of LGD raise numerous issues in practice. Regarding the measurement, both the BCBS and

the European Banking Authority (see, for instance, EBA (2016)) made tremendous e¤orts to

clarify the notion of default and the scope of losses that should be considered by the banks to

measure the workout LGD. On the contrary, no particular guidelines have been provided for

the LGD models. This may explain why there is such a large heterogeneity in the modelling

approaches used by AIRB banks and academics (see Section 2.3 for a survey). Commonly

1By analogy with the "factor zoo" evoked by Cochrane (2011).
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used approaches include among many others, simple look-up (contingency) tables, parametric

regression models (linear regression, survival analysis, fractional response regression, in�ated

beta regression, or Tobit models, for instance), and non-parametric techniques (regression

tree, random forest, gradient boosting, arti�cial neural network, support vector regression,

etc.). Within an extensive benchmarking study based on six real-life datasets provided by

major international banks, Loterman et al. (2012) evaluate 24 regression techniques. They

found that the average prediction performance of the models in terms of R-square ranges from

4% to 43%. Similarly, Qi and Zhao (2011) compare six models that provide very di¤erent

results.

How should LGD models be compared? The benchmarking method currently adopted

by banks and academics simply consists in (1) considering a sample of defaulted credits split

in a training set and a test set, (2) estimating the competing models on the training set

and then, (3) evaluating the LGD forecasts on the test set with standard statistical criteria

such as the mean square error (MSE) or the mean absolute error (MAE). Thus, LGD model

comparison is made independently from the other Basel risk parameters (EAD, PD, M). The

�rst shortcoming of this approach lies with the lack of economic interpretability of the loss

function applied to the LGD estimates. What do a MSE of 10% or a MAE of 27% exactly

imply in terms of �nancial stability? These �gures give no information whatsoever about

the estimation error made on capital charge and bank�s ability to face an unexpected credit

loss. The second shortcoming is related to the two-step structure of the AIRB approach. The

LGD forecasts produced by the bank�s internal models are, in a second step, introduced in the

regulatory formula to compute the capital charge. If LGD models are compared independently

from this second step, the same weight is given to a LGD estimation error of 10% made on

two contracts with an EAD of 1,000e and 1,000,000e, respectively. Similarly, it gives the

same weight to a LGD estimation error of 10% made on two contracts, one with a PD of 5%

and another with a PD of 15%.

On the contrary, within our approach the LGD forecast errors are assessed in terms of

regulatory capital and ultimately, in terms of bank�s capacity to face unexpected losses on

its credit portfolio. To do so, we de�ne a set of expected loss functions for the LGD fore-

casts, which are expressed in terms of regulatory capital charge induced by these forecasts.
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Hence, these loss functions take into account the EAD, PD, and maturity of the loans. For

instance, they penalize more heavily the LGD forecast errors made on credits associated to

high exposure and long maturity. Furthermore, we propose asymmetric loss functions that

only penalize the LGD forecast errors that lead to underestimating the regulatory capital.

Such asymmetric functions may be preferred by the banking regulators in order to neutralize

the impact of the LGD forecast errors on the required capital and ultimately, to enhance the

soundness and stability of the banking system. We show theoretically that the models rank-

ing determined by a LGD-based loss function (MSE, MAE, etc.) may di¤er from the ranking

based on the corresponding capital charge loss function. In particular, we demonstrate the

conditions under which both rankings are consistent and show that these conditions are likely

to be violated in practice. This theoretical analysis con�rms the relevance of our comparison

framework for the LGD models and the usefulness of the regulatory capital estimation errors

as comparison criteria.

We apply our methodology using a sample of almost 10,000 defaulted credit and leasing

contracts provided by the bank of a worldwide leader automotive company. The originality

of our dataset lies in the fact that the LGD observations incorporate all expenses (with an

appropriate discount rate) arising during the workout process, to meet the Basel II require-

ments. Hartmann-Wendels, Miller, and Töws (2014) and Miller and Töws (2017) argue that

workout costs are rarely considered in empirical studies, even if they are essential for LGD

modelling. Indeed, Gürtler and Hibbeln (2013) show that neglecting the workout costs leads

to underestimate the LGD. Given this dataset, we compare six competing LGD models which

are among the most often used in the empirical literature, namely (1) the fractional response

regression, (2) the regression tree, (3) the random forest, (4) the gradient boosting, (5) the

arti�cial neural network, and (6) the least squares support vector regression. We �nd that

the models ranking based on the LGD loss function is generally di¤erent from the models

ranking obtained with the capital charge loss function. Such a di¤erence clearly illustrates

that the consistency conditions previously mentioned are not ful�lled, at least in our sample.

Our �ndings are robust to (1) the choice of the explanatory variables considered in the LGD

models, (2) the inclusion (or not) of the EAD as a covariate, and (3) the use of the Basel PDs

(collected one year before the default) in the capital charge loss function. We also �nd that
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the LGD forecast errors are generally right-skewed. In this context, the use of asymmetric

loss functions provides a models ranking which is very di¤erent from the ranking obtained

with symmetric loss functions.

The main contribution of this paper is to propose a comparison method for LGD models

which improves the banks�solvability. Within the BCBS framework, the level of regulatory

capital is determined such as to cover unexpected credit losses. This level depends on esti-

mated risk parameters, and in particular on the LGD. As a consequence, any underestimation

of these risk parameters induces an underestimation of the regulatory capital and in �ne, a

lowest bank�s solvency. In this context, when considering a set of competing LGD models

that produce di¤erent LGD forecasts, an appropriate comparison method should select the

model associated with the lowest estimation errors on the regulatory capital. This is not the

case with the comparison method currently used by banks and academics which is only based

on the LGD estimation errors. Conversely, our approach allows us to select the LGD model

which induces the lowest estimation errors on the regulatory capital. Hence, we believe that

adopting this new model comparison approach should be of general interest. Furthermore,

our paper complements the nascent literature on the LGD model validation. Loterman et al.

(2014) propose a backtesting framework for LGD models using statistical hypothesis tests.

Kalotay and Altman (2017) show that variation in the composition of the defaulted debt pool

at the time of default generate time variation in the LGD distribution. They quantify the

importance of accounting for such time variation in out-of-sample comparisons of alternative

LGD models.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We discuss in Section 2 the main features

of the AIRB approach and the regulatory capital for credit risk portfolios. The discussion

continues thereafter with a brief survey of LGD models and the method currently used to

compare them. In Section 3, we present the capital charge loss function that is at the heart

of our comparison methodology. In Section 4, we describe the dataset as well as the six

competing LGD models. In section 5, we conduct our empirical analysis and display our main

takeaways. In Section 6, we discuss various robustness checks. We summarize and conclude

our paper in Section 7.
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2 Capital charge for credit risk portfolios

In this section, we propose a brief overview of the importance of the LGD within the AIRB

approach. Then, we present the main issues related to LGD measurement and we summarize

the existing literature on LGD models. Finally, we discuss the method which is currently used

to compare LGD models.

2.1 Capital requirement, individual risk contributions, and LGD

Let us consider a portfolio of n credits indexed by i = 1; :::; n: Each credit is characterized by

(1) an EAD de�ned as the outstanding debt at the time of default, (2) a LGD de�ned as the

percentage of exposure at default that is lost if the debtor defaults, (3) a PD that measures

the likelihood of the default risk of the debtor over a horizon of one year, and (4) an e¤ective

maturity M, expressed in years. The credit portfolio loss is then equal to

L =
nX
i=1

EADi � LGDi �Di (1)

where Di is a binary random variable that takes a value 1 if there is a default before the

residual maturity Mi and 0 otherwise.

In the AIRB approach, the regulatory capital (RC) charge is designed to cover the un-

expected bank�s credit loss. The unexpected loss is measured as the di¤erence between the

99:9% value-at-risk of the portfolio loss and the expected loss E (L). In order to derive this un-

expected credit loss, the Basel Committee proposes a framework based on the ASRF model.

This model is based on the seminal Merton-Vasicek "model of the �rm" (Merton (1974),

Vasicek (2002)) with additional assumptions such as the in�nite granularity of considered

portfolios, the normal distribution of the risk factor, and a time horizon of one year (BCBS

(2005)). Under these assumptions, the unexpected loss, and hence the regulatory capital, can

be decomposed as a sum of independent risk contributions (RCi) which only depend on the

characteristics of the ith credit (cf. appendix A). The regulatory capital is then equal to

RC =

nX
i=1

RCi (2)

The risk contribution RCi for the ith credit is given by

RCi � RCi (EADi;PDi;LGDi;Mi) = EADi � LGDi � � (PDi)�  (Mi) (3)
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with

� (PDi) = �

 
��1 (PDi) +

p
� (PDi)��1 (99:9%)p

1� � (PDi)

!
� PDi (4)

where � (:) denotes the cdf of a standard normal distribution, � (PD) a parametric decreasing

function for the default correlation, and  (M) a parametric function for the maturity adjust-

ment. The maturity adjustment and the correlation functions suggested by the BCBS depend

on the type of exposure: corporate, sovereign or bank exposures, versus residential mortgage,

revolving, or other retail exposures (see appendix B for more details).

These equations highlight the key role of LGD within the Basel II framework. Since LGD

enters the capital requirement formula in a linear way, LGD forecast errors have necessarily a

strong impact on the regulatory capital. Consequently, the LGD measurement and the choice

of an e¢ cient forecasting model are crucial for bank�s solvability.

2.2 LGD measurement

The LGD measurement raises numerous practical issues. Schuermann (2004) identi�es three

ways of measuring LGD. The market LGD is calculated as one minus the ratio of the trading

price of the asset some time after default to the trading price at the time of default. The

implied market LGD is derived from risky (but not defaulted) bond prices using a theoretical

asset pricing model. As they are based on trading prices, the market and implied market

LGDs are generally available only for bonds issued by large �rms. On the contrary, the

workout LGD can be measured for any type of instrument. The workout LGD is based on

an economic notion of loss including all the relevant costs tied to the collection process. The

Basel II Accord identi�es three types of costs: (1) the direct (external) costs associated to the

loss of principal and the foregone interest income, (2) the indirect (internal) costs incurred

by the bank for recovery in the form of workout costs (administrative costs, legal costs, etc.),

and (3) the funding costs re�ected by an appropriate discount rate tied to the time span

between the emergence of default and the actual recovery. So, the scope of necessary data for

proper LGD measurement is very broad.2 However, the workout approach is clearly preferred

by the regulators. For instance, in its guidelines on LGD estimation, the EBA states that

2This may explain why most empirical academic studies neglect workout costs because of data limitations
(cf. Miller and Töws (2017) for a discussion), even if Khieu, Mullineaux and Yi (2012) found evidence that
market LGDs are biased estimates of the workout LGD.
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"the workout LGD is considered to be the main, superior methodology that should be used by

institutions." (EBA (2016), page 11).

Whatever the measure considered, the LGD distribution across defaulted bank loans or

bonds generally exhibits two main stylized facts. Firstly, the LGD theoretically ranges between

0 and 100% of the EAD, meaning that the bank cannot recover more than the outstanding

amount and that the lender cannot lose more than the outstanding amount. However, several

studies (Schmit (2004), Gürtler and Hibbeln (2013), Miller and Töws (2017)) show that

when workout costs are incorporated, the LGD is sometimes larger than 100%. Secondly,

many empirical studies show a bimodal LGD distribution (see Miller and Töws (2017), for

instance). Most of the LGD values of defaulted contracts are either concentrated around high

values (typically 70-80%) or low values (typically 20-30%).

2.3 LGD models

The general purpose of the LGD (internal) models consists in providing an estimate of the

LGD for the credits which are currently in the bank�s portfolio and for which the bank does

not observe the potential losses induced by a default of the borrower. These models are

generally estimated on a sample of defaulted credits for which the ex-post workout LGD is

observed. By identifying the main characteristics of these contracts and the key factors of the

recovery rates, it is then possible to forecast the LGD for the non-defaulted credits.

Because of the speci�c nature of the LGD distribution, a large variety of LGD models are

currently used by academics and practitioners. Within the empirical literature, we can distin-

guish parametric and non-parametric approaches. The simplest parametric approach consists

in using linear regression models based on debt characteristics and macroeconomic variables

(Gupton and Stein (2002), Bastos (2010), Khieu, Mullineaux and Yi (2012)). However, the

linear model generally yields poor out-of-sample predictive performances.3 Consequently,

many other parametric models have been considered for LGD forecasting. Since the LGD

is theoretically de�ned over [0; 1], these models are generally based on various transforma-

tions of LGD data which are done prior to the modelling stage or within the model itself.

The most often used transformations are either based on beta (Credit Portfolio View of Mc

3Notice that Zhang and Thomas (2012) found that linear regression models yield better performance than
survival analysis models.
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Kinsey, Gupton and Stein (2002)), exponential-gamma (Gouriéroux, Monfort, and Polimenis

(2006)), or logistic-Gaussian distributions. In a similar way, the fractional response regres-

sion or log-log models, which keep the predicted values in the unit interval, have also been

used for LGD modelling by Dermine and Neto de Carvalho (2006), Bastos (2010), Qi and

Zhao (2011) or Bellotti and Crook (2012). Calabrese (2014a) uses an in�ated beta regression

model based on a mixture of a continuous beta distribution on [0; 1] and a discrete Bernoulli

distribution, in order to model the probability mass at the boundaries 0 and 1. Similarly,

Calabrese (2014b) proposes a parametric mixture distribution approach for downturn LGD.

More recently, Kalotay and Altman (2017) suggest conditional mixtures of distributions al-

lowing time variation in the LGD distribution. Using a di¤erent approach, Tanoue, Kawada

and Yamashita (2017) propose a parametric multi-step approach for the LGD of bank loans

in Japan.

The main advantage of parametric models is their interpretability, but they usually have

weak predictive performances compared to non-parametric methods that do not assume a spe-

ci�c distribution for LGD. Qi and Zhao (2011) compare fractional response regression to other

parametric and non-parametric methods, such as regression trees and neural networks. They

conclude that non-parametric methods perform better than parametric ones when over�tting

is properly controlled for. A similar result is obtained by Bastos (2010) who recommends

the use of non-parametric regression trees. If the predictive performance of non-parametric

techniques is largely documented, it is di¢ cult to identify the best models given the great het-

erogeneity of datasets and benchmarks considered. Using data from Moody�s Ultimate Recov-

ery Database (MURD), Bastos (2014) recommends a bagging algorithm. Hartmann-Wendels,

Miller, and Töws (2014) use three datasets from German leasing companies to compare hy-

brid �nite mixture models, model trees and regression trees. Their conclusions depend on

the sample size and di¤er according to out-of-sample or in-sample performance criteria. Yao,

Crook and Andreeva (2015) compare the predictions of support vector regression techniques

with thirteen other algorithms using data from MURD. They conclude that all support vector

regression models substantially outperform other statistical models in terms of both model

�t and out-of-sample predictive accuracy. The previously mentioned benchmarking study of

Loterman et al. (2012) compares 24 parametric and non-parametric techniques, including
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ordinary least squares regression, beta regression, robust regression, ridge regression, regres-

sion splines, neural networks, support vector regressions, and regression trees. They conclude

that non-linear techniques, and in particular support vector regressions and neural networks,

perform signi�cantly better than more traditional linear techniques.4

In addition to single-stage models, some studies implement two-stage models to forecast

LGD. These methods have the advantage to model the extreme values concentrating on the

boundaries at 0 and 1. Bellotti and Crook (2012) propose a two-stage model based on a

decision tree algorithm (with two logistic regression sub-models) which is applied to split the

whole sample into three groups according to the values of LGD (0, 1, or between 0 and 1).

Then the values in ]0; 1[ are �tted by an OLS regression model. Yao, Crook and Andreeva

(2017) improve this two-stage approach by considering a least squares support vector classi�er

rather than logistic regressions. They show that this two-stage model outperforms the single-

stage support vector regression model in terms of out-of-sample R-square. Considering two

datasets of home equity and corporate loans, Tobback et al. (2014) also �nd that a two-stage

model (which combines linear regression and support vector regression) outperforms the other

techniques when forecasting out-of-time. But, they observe that non-parametric regression

tree has better performance when forecasting out-of-sample. Miller and Töws (2017) propose

an original multi-step estimation approach based on an economic separation of the LGD

determined by the workout process. Nazemi et al. (2017) implement a fuzzy fusion model

which uses a function to combine the results of several base models. They show that the fuzzy

fusion model has higher predictive accuracy compared to support vector regression models.

This brief overview of the literature shows that there is no benchmark model emerging

from the "zoo" of LGD models. Consequently, for each new real-life database, academics and

practitioners have to consider several LGD models and compare them according to appropriate

comparison criteria.

4Other studies aim to model the LGD distribution using non-parametric estimators. Renault and Scaillet
(2004) or Hagmann, Renault, and Scaillet (2005) propose di¤erent kernel estimators of the LGD density for
defaulted loans. Calabrese and Zenga (2010) consider a mixture of beta kernels estimator to model the LGD
density of a large dataset of defaulted Italian loans. These approaches have the common advantage to reveal a
number of bumps which can be larger than those obtained with parametric distributions. We can also mention
Krüger and Rösch (2017) who consider quantile regressions for modelling downturn LGD.
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2.4 LGD models comparison

In this section, we brie�y present the method currently used both by academics and banks

to compare the predictive performances of LGD models. Consider a set of M LGD models

indexed by m = 1; :::;M and a sample of nd defaulted credits which is randomly split into

a training set including nt credits and a test set including nv credits, with nt + nv = nd. In

a �rst step, the models are estimated (for parametric models) or calibrated on the training

set.5 In a second step, the models are used to produce pseudo out-of-sample forecasts of the

LGD for the credits of the test set. The test set is then used solely to assess the prediction

performances of the models. Denote by LGDi the true LGD value observed for the ith credit

of the test set, for i = 1; :::; nv and by [LGDi;m the corresponding forecast issued from model

m.

The assessment of the prediction performances of the LGD models is generally based on

an expected loss L de�ned as

Lm� L
�
LGDi;[LGDi;m

�
= E

�
L
�
LGDi;[LGDi;m

��
(5)

where L (:; :) is an integrable loss function, with L : 
2 ! R+.6 Since the LGD is a continuous

variable de�ned over a subspace 
 of R+ (typically [0; 1] or [0; �] with � > 1), the loss functions

generally considered in academic literature are the quadratic loss function L (x; bx) = (x� bx)2
and the absolute loss function L (x; bx) = jx� bxj. Thus, the LGDmodels are compared through
the empirical mean of their losses computed on the test set, de�ned as

bLm = 1

nv

nvX
i=1

L
�
LGDi;[LGDi;m

�
(6)

Given the functional form of the loss function, the empirical mean bLm corresponds to a

common measure of predictive accuracy such as the MSE, MAE, or RAE, with

MSE: bLm = 1

nv

nvX
i=1

�
LGDi �[LGDi;m

�2
5For machine learning methods (regression trees, neural networks, etc.), the training set is sometimes further

split into training and validation subsets. The validation set is used to select the optimal tuning parameters
that provide the best in-sample predictive performance.

6 If we denote by e = x � bx the error, the loss function is assumed to satisfy the following properties: (i)
L (0) = 0, (ii) minL (e) = 0 so that L (e) � 0; (iii) L(e) is monotonically non-decreasing as e moves away from
zero so that L (e1) � L (e2) if e1 > e2 > 0, and if e1 < e2 < 0.
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MAE: bLm = 1

nv

nvX
i=1

���LGDi �[LGDi;m
���

RAE: bLm = nvX
i=1

���LGDi �[LGDi;m
��� = nvX

i=1

��LGDi � LGDi��
Other standard comparison criteria (deduced from these loss functions) can also be used for

models comparison (see Yao, Crook, and Andreeva (2017) and Nazemi et al. (2017), for

instance), such as R-square, RMSE, etc. Whatever the criterion used, the LGD models are

compared and ranked according to the realization of the statistic bLm on the test set. A model
m is preferred to a model m0 as soon as bLm < bLm0 . Denote by bm� the model associated to the

minimum realization bLm for m = 1; :::;M. Under some regularity conditions, bLm converges

to Lm; and the model bm� corresponds to the optimal model m� de�ned as

m� = argmin
m=1;:::;M

E
�
L
�
LGDi;[LGDi;m

��
(7)

This general approach has two main shortcomings. The �rst one is the lack of inter-

pretability of the loss function. What do a MSE of 10% or a MAE of 27% exactly imply

in terms of regulatory capital? These �gures give no information about the estimation error

made on the capital charge, and ultimately on the ability of the bank to absorb unexpected

losses. The second pitfall is related to the two-step structure of the AIRB approach. The

output of the bank�s internal models, including the LGD models, are the Basel risk parameter

estimates. These estimates are, in a second step, introduced in the ASRF model to compute

the capital charge for each credit. As shown in the top panel of Figure 1, the LGD model

comparison is currently done independently of this second step and, as a consequence, of the

ASRF model and the other risk parameters (EAD, PD, etc.).

3 Capital charge loss functions for LGD models

"Of great importance, and almost always ignored, is the fact that the economic

loss associated with a forecast may be poorly assessed by the usual statistical met-

rics. That is, forecasts are used to guide decisions, and the loss associated with a

forecast error of a particular sign and size is induced directly by the nature of the

decision problem at hand.". Diebold and Mariano (1995), page 2.
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Figure 1: Comparison of LGD models in the regulatory framework

This quotation issued from the seminal paper of Diebold and Mariano (1995), perfectly

illustrates the drawbacks of the current practices for LGD models comparison. In the BCBS

framework, the LGD estimates are only inputs of the ASRF model which produces the key

estimate, namely the capital charge for credit risk. Consequently, the economic loss associated

to the LGD models has to be assessed in terms of regulatory capital. The bottom panel of

Figure 1 summarizes the alternative approach that we recommend for LGD model comparison.

The LGD forecasts issued from the competing models and the other risk parameters (EAD,

PD, etc.) are jointly used to compute the capital charges. Then, our approach consists in

comparing the LGD models not in terms of forecasting abilities for the LGD itself, but in

terms of forecasting abilities for the regulatory capital charges. The main advantage of this

approach is that it favors the LGD model that leads to the lowest estimation errors associated
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to the loans with the highest EAD and PD.

3.1 Capital charge expected loss

The capital charge expected loss LCC;m is simply de�ned as the expected loss de�ned in terms

of regulatory capital charge, which is associated to a LGD model m. Formally, we have

LCC;m� L
�
RCi; cRCi;m� = E�L�RCi; cRCi;m�� (8)

where L (:; :) is an integrable capital charge loss function with L : R+2 ! R+, and

RCi = EADi � LGDi � � (PD)�  (Mi)

cRCi;m = EADi �[LGDi;m � � (PD)�  (Mi)

The variable RCi denotes the risk contribution of the ith credit, de�ned by the regulatory

formula (Equation 3). This risk contribution depends on the risk parameters, namely EADi;

LGDi, and Mi. Notice that PD is not indexed by i, meaning that we consider the same default

probability for all the credits. As we only consider defaulted credits in the test set, PD is

�xed to an arbitrary value, typically close to 1. Similarly, cRCi;m denotes the estimated risk

contribution for credit i; which is based on the individual risk parameters (EADi and Mi),

the common value for the PD, and the LGD forecast issued from model m.

Given the functional form of L (:; :), the empirical counterpart bLCC;m can be de�ned in

terms of MSE, MAE, RAE, RMSE, R2, or any usual criteria, with for instance

Capital Charge MSE: bLCC;m = 1

nv

nvX
i=1

�
RCi � cRCi;m�2

Capital Charge MAE: bLCC;m = 1

nv

nvX
i=1

���RCi � cRCi;m���
Capital Charge RAE: bLCC;m = nvX

i=1

���RCi � cRCi;m��� = nvX
i=1

��RCi � RCi��
where nv denotes the size of the test set of defaulted credits. Beyond these traditional statis-

tical criteria, we also introduce asymmetric criteria especially designed to improve �nancial

stability. These loss functions only penalize the capital charge underestimates and they do

not take into account the overestimations. As the regulatory capital is designed to absorb the
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unexpected credit losses, any underestimate of this charge can threaten the bank�s solvability.

Thus, we propose asymmetric loss functions de�ned as

Asymmetric MSE: bLCC;m = 1

n+v

nvX
i=1

�
RCi � cRCi;m�2 � I(RCi>cRCi;m)

Asymmetric MAE: bLCC;m = 1

n+v

nvX
i=1

���RCi � cRCi;m���� I(RCi>cRCi;m)
where I(.) denotes the indicator function that takes a value 1 when the event occurs and 0

otherwise, and n+v is the number of defaulted credits for which we observe RCi > cRCi;m.
These loss functions are particularly suitable to compare LGD models which produce skewed

LGD estimation errors (cf. Section 5).

The expected loss LCC;m has a direct economic interpretation. For instance, the capital

charge MAE represents the average absolute estimation error observed between the capital

charge estimates (associated to the LGD estimates issued from a given model) and the true

ones (based on the observed LGD for the defaulted credit). Similarly, the asymmetric MSE

corresponds to the variance of the capital charge underestimates produced by a given LGD

model. Furthermore, these comparison criteria take into account the exposure and the ma-

turity of the credits. Finally, the comparison rule for the LGD models is the same as before.

A model m is preferred to a model m0 as soon as bLCC;m < bLCC;m0 . Denote by bm�
CC the

model associated to the minimum empirical mean bLCC;mCC
among the set of M models.

Under some regularity conditions, bLCC;mCC
converges to LCC;mCC

; and allows to identify the

optimal model in terms of capital charge expected loss.

As previously mentioned, the expected loss expressed in terms of capital charge depends

on the value of PD chosen for the defaulted credits that belong to the test set. However, the

ranking of the LGD models based on the capital charge expected loss, does not depend on

the choice of the PD value. Indeed, since � (PD) is a constant term that does not depend

on the contract i or the model m, the choice of PD does not a¤ect the relative values of the

expected losses observed for two alternative models, m and m0. This choice only a¤ects the

absolute value of the expected losses LCC;m and LCC;m0 .

Equation 4 implies that � (1) = 0 and � (0) = 0. As a consequence, the PD value has to

be chosen on the interval ]0; 1[. Here, we recommend to use the value PD� that maximizes
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the value of � (PD) and hence, the regulatory capital since RCi is an increasing function of

� (PD). The pro�le of the capital charge coe¢ cient � (PD) depends on the type of exposure

(cf. appendix B). The capital charge coe¢ cient increases with PD until an in�exion point,

and then decreases to 0 when the PD tends to 1. This pro�le is explained by the fact that

once this in�exion point is reached, losses are no longer absorbed by the regulatory capital

(which covers the unexpected bank�s credit loss), but by the provisions done for the expected

credit losses E (L). The maximum of the � (.) function is reached for a PD value of 28:76% in

the case of residential mortgage, 38:98% for revolving retail, and 40:45% for other exposures.

3.2 Ranking consistency

The LGD models comparison can be based either on traditional LGD-based loss functions Lm

or capital charge-based loss functions LCC;m. Suppose that both approaches lead to the same

models ranking (e.g, in the case of two models m and m0, Lm < Lm0 and LCC;m < LCC;m0).

Then, one should favor the simplest approach that only focuses on LGD errors. In this case,

it is useless to collect additional data for other risk parameters (EAD, PD, maturity, etc.) and

to compute the capital charges for each credit in order to compare LGD models. However,

nothing guarantees ex-ante that both approaches will necessarily lead to consistent models�

rankings.

The goal of this section is twofold. First, we determine the conditions under which the

models ranking induced by a LGD-based loss function and the models ranking obtained with

a capital charge-based loss function are consistent. Second, we show that these conditions

are very particular and are likely to be violated in practice. Hence, this theoretical analysis

illustrates the relevance of our comparison framework for LGD models, which is based on

regulatory capital estimation errors.

Consider the following assumptions on the LGD loss functions.

Assumption A1: L (x; bx) = g (x� bx) with g : R ! R+, a continuous and integrable

function.

Assumption A2: The function g (:) is multiplicative: 8k 2 R, g (k (x� bx)) = g (k) g (x� bx).
Notice that assumptions A1 and A2 are satis�ed by the usual loss functions considered in the

LGD literature.7

7For instance, the quadratic loss function L (x; bx) = (x� bx)2 with g (y) = y2 implies that L (kx; kbx) =
16



Consider a set of M LGD models, indexed by m = 1; � � � ;M. We refer to the ordering

based on the expected loss as the true ranking and we assume that LGD-based expected losses

are ranked as follows

L1 < L2 < ::: < LM (9)

with Lm = E (g ("i;m)) and "i;m = LGDi � [LGDi;m; 8m = 1; :::;M. Now, de�ne the corre-

sponding capital charge expected loss, LCC;m, for the model m as

LCC;m = E
�
g
�
�i;m

��
(10)

with �i;m = RCi � cRCi;m. By de�nition of the regulatory capital charge, we have8
�i;m = EADi � � (PD)�  (M)� "i;m (11)

Proposition 1 The models� rankings produced by LGD-based and capital charge-based ex-

pected losses are consistent, i.e. L1 < L2 < ::: < LM and LCC;1 < LCC;2 < ::: < LCC;M; as

soon as, 8m = 1; :::;M� 1

cov (g (EADi) ; g ("i;m))� cov (g (EADi) ; g ("i;m+1)) < E (g (EADi)) (Lm+1 � Lm) (12)

The proof of proposition 1 is reported in appendix C. Since Lm < Lm+1, the consistency condi-

tion of proposition 1 is satis�ed as soon as cov (g (EADi) ; g ("i;m)) < cov (g (EADi) ; g ("i;m+1)).

Thus, both rankings are consistent as soon as the covariances of the LGD forecast errors with

the exposures are ranked in the same manner as the LGD models themselves. Consider a

simple case with two LGD models A and B, where model A has a smaller LGD-based MSE

than model B. Model A will have also a smaller MSE in terms of capital charge, if its squared

LGD estimation errors are less correlated to the squared EAD than the errors of model B.

For instance, if model B produces large LGD estimation errors for high exposures and low

LGD errors for low exposures, whereas it is not the case for model A, both model comparison

approaches will provide the same rankings. Obviously, this condition is very particular and

in the general case, the two comparison approaches are likely to provide inconsistent LGD

models� rankings. Proposition 1 has a direct interpretation in the special case where the

exposures are independent from the estimation errors of the LGD models.

L (g(k (x� bx))) = k2 (x� bx)2 = g (k) g (x� bx). Regarding the absolute loss function L (x; bx) = jx� bxj with
g (y) = jyj, we have L (kx; kbx) = L (g(k (x� bx))) = jkj jx� bxj = g (k) g (x� bx).

8For simplicity, we assume that the credits have the same maturity M. In the general case, the consistency
condition of the models�rankings can be easily deduced from the formula given in this benchmark case.
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Corollary 2 As soon as the EADi and the LGD estimation errors "i;m are independent, the

models�rankings based on the LGD and capital charge expected losses are consistent.

The proof is provided in the appendix D. This corollary implies that when credit exposures

and LGD estimation errors "i;m are independent, the current model comparison approach that

consists to compare the MSE, MAE or RAE in terms of LGD estimation errors is su¢ cient.

However, this independence assumption is likely to be violated in practice. First, even if

the variables EADi and LGDi are independent, it does not necessarily imply that EADi and

LGDi � [LGDi;m are independent. Second, it is important to notice that the introduction of

the EAD as an explanatory variable in the LGD model, does not necessarily guarantee that

the EAD and estimation errors are independent. It depends on the model (linear or not) and

the estimation method used. For instance, the independence assumption is satis�ed for linear

regression model estimated by OLS. Conversely, for nonlinear models or machine learning

methods, such as regression tree, support vector regression, or random forest, the forecast

errors may be correlated with the explanatory variables.

4 Comparison framework

We now propose an empirical application of our comparison approach for LGD models. In

this section, we describe our dataset, the experimental set-up, and the six competing LGD

models.

4.1 Data description

Our dataset consists in a portfolio of retail loans (credit and leasing contracts) provided by an

international bank specialized in �nancing, insurance, and related activities for a worldwide

leader automotive company. The initial sample includes 23,933 loans that defaulted between

January 2011 and December 2016. For the more recent defaults, the recovery processes are

not necessarily completed and we don�t observe the bank�s �nal loss. As a consequence, we

exclude these contracts and limit our analysis to the 9,738 closed recovery processes for which

we observe the �nal workout LGD. This approach has also been used by Gürtler and Hibbeln

(2013) and Krüger and Rösch (2017) who recommend restricting the observation period of

recovery cash �ows to avoid the under-representation of long workout processes, which might
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result in an underestimation of LGD and regulatory capital.

The �nal sample covers 6,946 credit and 2,792 leasing contracts granted to individual

(6,521 contracts) and professional (3,217 contracts) Brazilian customers that defaulted be-

tween January 2011 and November 2014. For each contract, we observe the characteristics

of the loan (e.g. type of contract, interest rate, original maturity, etc.) and the borrower

(professional, individual, etc.), as well as the workout LGD and EAD. All the contracts are

in default, so by de�nition their PD is equal to 1 (certain event). However, we collect for

each contract the PD calculated by the internal bank�s risk model one year before the default

occurs. For the contracts that entered in default in less than one year, the PD is set to the

value determined by the internal bank�s risk model at the granting date. Hence, we have all

the information to compute the regulatory capital charge for each credit. Finally, we complete

the database with three macroeconomic variables, namely (1) the quarterly Brazilian GDP

growth rate, (2) the monthly unemployment rate and (3) the monthly average of the daily

interbank rates.9 For each contract, the macroeconomic variables are considered at the date

of default. Their introduction in LGD models aims to capture the in�uence of the business

cycles on the recovery process, as suggested by Bellotti and Crook (2012) and Tobback et al.

(2014). The description of the dataset variables is reported in appendix E.

Table 1 displays some descriptive statistics (mean, q25, and q75) about the LGD, PD,

and EAD by year, exposure and customer type. The number of defaulted contracts per year

ranges between 1; 573 and 2; 946. The mean of losses is equal to 33:12%, a similar value

to that reported by Miller and Töws (2017) for a German leasing company, and tends to

decrease between 2011 and 2014. The average PD is equal to 9:53%, but this �gure hides a

large heterogeneity since the PD values range from less than 1% to 71%; whereas 3=4 of the

PD values are below 11:08%. Similarly, the EAD ranges from less than 1 BRL to 123; 550

BRL, with an average exposure equal to 20; 830 BRL. The credit and leasing contracts exhibit

the same level of exposure, but the average PD is higher for leasing than for credit (10:24%

against 9:25%). As often reported in the literature, the LGD for leasing contracts (32:01%)

is slightly smaller than for credits (33:57%). We observe that the average PD is higher for

the professional clients than for individuals, but their average LGD is smaller due to their

9The data have been collected from OECD.Stat databases: Monthly Monetary and Financial Statistics
(MEI), Quarterly National Accounts (QNA) and Labour Market Statistics (LMS).
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics on LGD, PD, and EAD

Nb of obs LGD (%) PD (%) EAD (thous. BRL)

Panel A. All loans

� q25 mean q75 q25 mean q75 q25 mean q75

9,738 5.03 33.12 57.22 0.78 9.53 11.08 10.63 20.83 28.11

Panel B. By year

� q25 mean q75 q25 mean q75 q25 mean q75

2011 1,573 6.82 40.95 77.29 0.80 10.56 16.93 11.12 20.80 27.78

2012 2,430 8.09 39.14 67.31 0.71 8.36 8.98 11.67 22.20 29.57

2013 2,946 7.16 36.43 61.98 0.72 9.07 11.00 11.02 21.43 28.50

2014 2,789 2.85 19.97 22.92 1.05 10.46 17.42 9.14 19.02 26.18

Panel C. By exposure

� q25 mean q75 q25 mean q75 q25 mean q75

Credit 6,946 5.03 33.57 56.83 0.77 9.25 10.14 10.36 20.94 28.40

Leasing 2,792 5.02 32.01 58.15 0.84 10.24 14.79 11.28 20.57 27.39

Panel D. By customer type

� q25 mean q75 q25 mean q75 q25 mean q75

Individuals 6,521 5.15 33.80 59.34 0.70 8.75 9.89 11.08 20.39 27.61

Professionals 3,217 4.64 31.75 52.70 1.11 11.12 14.79 9.77 21.73 29.71

highest collateral. Finally, we �nd a positive correlation between the LGD and the EAD. The

correlation is relatively small (0.11), but signi�cant. This observation justi�es the introduction

of the exposure as explanatory variable in our LGD models.

The empirical distribution of the 9,738 workout LGDs is displayed on the top panel of

Figure 2. Three remarks should be made here. First, 10:58% of the defaulted contracts have

a recovery rate that exceeds 100%, with a maximum value of 116:14%, due to the workout

costs. Second, we also con�rm that the kernel density estimate of the LGD distribution is

bimodal (bottom panel of Figure 2). Finally, the LGD distributions for the credit and leasing

contracts are relatively close, except for the right part of the distribution. The outcome of a

loss event is less severe for leasing than for credit. This di¤erence illustrates the role of the

collateral in the recovery processes (in the case of leasing, the vehicle belongs to the bank and

plays the same role as a collateral).
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Figure 2: Empirical distribution of the LGDs
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4.2 Competing LGD models

For our comparison, we consider six competing LGD models which are commonly used in aca-

demic literature, namely (1) the fractional response regression (FRR) model, (2) the regression

tree (TREE), (3) the random forest (RF), (4) the gradient boosting (GB), (5) the arti�cial

neural network (ANN), and (6) the least squares support vector regression (LS-SVR).10

The FRR model allows to estimate the conditional mean of a continuous variable de�ned

over [0; 1]. It is often considered as a benchmark parametric model for LGD (see Bastos

(2010), Qi and Zhao (2011), etc.). The TREE model consists in recursively partitioning the

covariates space according to a prediction error and then, to �t a simple mean prediction

within each partition. Here, we consider the CART algorithm which has been applied to

LGD estimation by Matuszyk, Mues and Thomas (2010), Qi and Zhao (2011), Bastos (2010,

2014), and Loterman et al. (2012), among many others. The RF is a boostrap aggregation

method of regression trees, trained on di¤erent parts of the same training set, with the goal

of reducing over�tting. This model has been used for LGD modelling by Bastos (2014) and

Miller and Töws (2017), among others. The ANNs are a class of �exible non-linear models. It

produces an output value by feeding inputs through a network whose subsequent nodes apply

10We thank an anonymous referee for the suggestion of the LS-SVR model.
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some chosen activation function to a weighted sum of incoming values. Here, we consider a

multilayer perceptron similar to that used by Qi et Zhao (2011) or Loterman et al. (2012)

for the LGD forecasts. Finally, we consider the LS-SVR model. Compared to other support

regression techniques, the LS-SVR has a low computational cost as it is equivalent to solving

a linear system of equations. Loterman et al. (2012), Yao, Crook, and Andreeva (2015, 2017)

and Nazemi et al. (2017) illustrate the good predictive performance of LS-SVR for LGD

modelling. For more details and references about these models, see appendix F.

4.3 Experimental set-up

The six competing models are estimated on a training set of 7,791 loans (80% of the sample)

and the out-of-sample LGD forecasts are evaluated on a test set of 1,947 loans. For each

model, we consider the same set of explanatory variables including the exposure at default,

the original maturity, the time to default, the relative duration (de�ned as the ratio between

time to default and maturity), the interest or renting rate, the type of exposure (credit versus

leasing), the customer type (individual or professional), the state of the car (new or second-

hand), and the brand of the car.11 Appendix E displays the description of these independent

variables, as well as descriptive statistics. For each model and each contract within the test

set, we compute the LGD forecast and the regulatory capital charge (based on the LGD

forecast or the true LGD value), by using the other Basel risk parameters. The regulatory

capital charges are computed with a PD of 40:45%, which corresponds to the maximal charge

for the retail exposures.

The hyperparameters of the machine learning algorithms are tuned using �ve-fold cross

validation on the training set. They were all selected based on the MSE criterion. For the

TREE model, the procedure leads to select the optimal depth of the tree. For the GB,

the cross validation procedure determines the optimal number of iterative training cycles

(candidates 10, 50, 100, 250, 500, 1,000 are considered). The same approach is applied for

the RF for identifying the optimal number of trees in the forest. For the ANN, the �ve-fold

cross validation procedure is used to select the number of hidden neurons (a value from 1

to 20 is considered). A logistic function is used as the activation function in hidden layer

neurons. Finally, in order to implement the LS-SVR, we consider a radial basis function

11An extended set of information with macroeconomic variables will be considered in Section 6.
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kernel. The radial basis function kernel parameter � and the regularization parameter C,

are tuned using �ve-fold cross validation on the training dataset. A grid search procedure

�rstly evaluates a large space of possible hyperparameter combinations to determine suitable

starting candidates. The search limits are set to [exp(�10); exp(10)]. Then, given these

starting values, the hyperparameters � and C are optimized with a simplex routine so as to

�nd the combination that minimizes the MSE.

5 Empirical results

5.1 LGD and RC estimation errors

Table 2 displays some �gures about LGD and regulatory capital forecast errors, respectively

de�ned by LGDi � [LGDi;m and RCi � cRCi;m. Notice that, given this notation, a positive
error implies an underestimation of the true value. We observe that the empirical means

of the LGD and RC forecast errors are slightly positive, whereas the medians are generally

negative. This feature is due to the positive skewness observed for the errors of all models.

We also observe that the excess kurtosis for the regulatory capital are positive, indicating fat

tails for the errors distribution. When one considers the LGD errors, the LS-SVR, ANN and

the GB models have the smallest variance. However, it is no longer the case for the ANN

when one considers the RC forecast errors. This result clearly illustrates the usefulness of our

comparison approach.

The kernel density estimates of the forecast errors distributions displayed in Figure 3

con�rm the positive skewness of the errors� distributions. This �gure shows that one can

frequently observe capital requirement underestimates larger than 4,000 BRL, whereas sim-

ilar overestimates are much rarer. Such a feature is clearly problematic within a regulatory

perspective, and justi�es the use of asymmetric loss functions for comparing LGD models.

Figure 4 displays the scatter plot of the LGD forecast errors (x-axis) and the RC forecast

errors (y-axis), obtained with the GB model. Each point represents a contract (credit or leas-

ing). This plot shows the great heterogeneity that exists between both type of errors. Due to

the di¤erences in EAD across borrowers, the magnitudes of the RC errors can drastically di¤er

for the same level of LGD forecast error. Consider the two credits represented by the symbols

A and B, with an EAD equal to 61; 271 BRL and 2; 034 BRL, respectively. For the same level
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics on the LGD and regulatory capital forecast errors

FRR ANN TREE LS-SVR RF GB

LGD errors

mean 0.011 0.011 0.010 0.011 0.009 0.010

median -0.136 -0.122 -0.142 -0.127 -0.114 -0.138

variance 0.117 0.116 0.118 0.115 0.117 0.116

skewness 0.824 0.804 0.817 0.828 0.791 0.830

excess kurtosis -0.618 -0.525 -0.605 -0.551 -0.473 -0.626

Regulatory capital errors

mean 60 44 66 56 38 66

median -257 -231 -256 -233 -232 -257

variance 3,813,596 3,799,691 3,730,561 3,698,999 3,737,503 3,717,518

skewness 0.55 0.41 0.80 0.58 0.61 0.79

excess kurtosis 2.52 2.83 2.01 2.54 2.73 1.91

of LGD forecast error (64:3%), the GB slightly underestimates the capital requirement (278

BRL) in the case of the credit B, whereas the underestimation reaches 8; 367 BRL in the case

of credit A. Obviously, from a regulatory perspective, the second LGD error should be more

penalized than the �rst one, as its consequence on the RC estimates are more drastic. The

dispersion of the observations within the y-axis fully justi�es our comparison approach for

LGD models, based on loss functions expressed in terms of capital charge. Furthermore, the

scatter plot con�rms the asymmetric pattern of the errors distribution associated to the GB

model. This model leads to relatively small overestimates (negative errors), both for LGD and

RC, while it leads to large underestimates (positive errors). Thus, any competing LGD model

that leads to less severe underestimates than the GB should be preferred from a regulatory

perspective. For this reason, we recommend the use of asymmetric loss functions to compare

the LGD models. These features (heterogeneity and asymmetry) are not speci�c to the GB

model, even if the skewness of the error distribution is more pronounced for this model com-

pared to the other ones. The scatter plots of the LGD and RC errors are quite similar for

the six competing models (cf. appendix G). This similarity comes from two sources. First,

it is due to the fact that we use the same set of covariates for all the models. Second, this

similarity is also related to the de�nition of the regulatory capital that leads to increase the
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Figure 3: Kernel density estimate of the estimation error
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RC errors dispersion and induces a similar appearance for the di¤erent scatter plots (i.e. for

the di¤erent LGD models).

5.2 LGD models�rankings

Table 3 displays the models�rankings issued from two usual loss functions, namely the MSE

and MAE, associated to the LGD (column 1) and regulatory capital (column 2) forecast

errors. We also report the rankings based on the asymmetric expected losses (columns 3 and

4) that only penalize the LGD forecast errors which lead to underestimating the regulatory

capital. The values of the losses (MSE, MAE) are displayed in appendix H, along with the

corresponding R2 and RMSE.

The models�rankings that we obtain with the MSE or MAE criteria computed with LGD

estimation errors, are similar to those generally obtained in the literature. As in Loterman et

al. (2012), Yao, Crook and Andreeva (2015, 2017), and Nazemi et al. (2017), we observe that

the LS-SVR model outperforms the �ve competing LGD models. As in Bastos (2010), Qi and

Zhao (2011), Loterman et al. (2012), Hartmann-Wendels, Miller, and Töws (2014) or Miller

and Töws (2017), we observe that non-parametric approaches such as LS-SVR, ANN, and RF
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Figure 4: Scatter plot of LGD versus regulatory capital forecast errors for the GB model
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generally yield better predictive performances than the FRR parametric model. Furthermore,

we observe similar values for the RMSE of the LS-SVR model (see appendix H) as those

reported in Yao, Crook, and Andreeva (2015) or Loterman et al. (2012).

However, considering the loss function based on RC estimation errors leads to di¤erent

conclusions. Regarding the MSE criterion, the LS-SVR is still ranked as the best model,

whatever the errors considered (LGD or RC). The GB is also consistently ranked as the

second best model. But, the rest of the LGD models ranking is not consistent. For instance,

ANN is identi�ed as the third-best model with the LGD loss, while it holds the penultimate

rank with the capital charge loss. Conversely, the TREE model is ranked third with the capital

charge loss while it is ranked at the last position with the LGD-based loss. Similar results are

obtained when one compares the rankings associated to the asymmetric LGD and RC-based

loss functions. These inversions prove that the ranking consistency condition of proposition

1 is not valid, at least in our sample, for some couples of models. Ranking the LGD models

according to their LGD forecast errors or their RC forecast errors is not equivalent. The

conclusions are similar for the MAE criteria. In this case, the LS-SVR is the best model when

one considers LGD forecast errors, but the RF should be preferred when one considers RC

forecast errors.

Furthermore, our results highlight the usefulness of asymmetric loss functions. These
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Table 3: Models�rankings based on LGD and capital charge expected loss functions

Ranking LGD Loss CC Loss Asym. LGD Loss Asym. CC Loss

Mean squared error

1. LS-SVR LS-SVR RF RF

2. GB GB LS-SVR ANN

3. ANN TREE FRR LS-SVR

4. FRR RF ANN FRR

5. RF ANN TREE TREE

6. TREE FRR GB GB

Mean absolute error

1. LS-SVR RF RF RF

2. RF LS-SVR LS-SVR LS-SVR

3. ANN ANN FRR ANN

4. GB TREE ANN FRR

5. FRR GB TREE TREE

6. TREE FRR GB GB

Note: The two columns LGD Loss and CC Loss correspond to the models�rankings obtained with loss functions (MSE

or MAE) respectively de�ned in terms of LGD forecast errors and regulatory capital forecast errors. The columns Asym.

LGD Loss and Asym. CC Loss display the rankings obtained with asymmetric loss functions either de�ned in terms of

LGD or regulatory capital forecast errors.

functions penalize more the models with the largest positive errors (underestimates), as the

GB, for instance. Indeed, the GB is ranked as the worst model when the MSE is computed with

asymmetric LGD or RC forecast errors. It also remains the worst model when one considers

asymmetric MAE, due to the large skewness of its forecast errors. On the contrary, the RF

exhibits the lowest asymmetric MSE and MAE whatever the type of errors considered. These

�ndings clearly illustrate the fact that ranking the LGD models according to their estimation

errors (whatever their signs) or to their underestimates, is not equivalent.

These conclusions are con�rmed by rank correlation tests. Table 4 displays the Spear-

man�s and Kendall�s rank correlation coe¢ cients �, with the p-values associated to the null

hypothesis � = 0. These p-values are computed with the exact permutation distributions for

small sample sizes. Our goal is to test if the models�rankings di¤er signi�cantly. We compare

the rankings obtained with (1) MSE (MAE) based on LGD errors, (2) MSE (MAE) based on
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RC errors, and (3) asymmetric MSE (MAE) based on LGD or RC errors. The conclusions are

clear-cut: for a 5% signi�cance level, the rank correlation coe¢ cients are never statistically

di¤erent from 0. These tests con�rm that using a regulatory capital-based criterion (MSE or

MAE) do not provide the same ranking as that obtained with a similar criterion only based

on LGD estimation errors. Furthermore, the tests show that the rankings are sensitive to the

choice of a symmetric or asymmetric criterion.

Table 4: Spearman�s and Kendall�s rank correlation coe¢ cients

Spearman rank correlation Kendall rank correlation

MSE

� p-value � p-value

LGD vs. CC 0.4857 0.1778 0.3333 0.2347

LGD vs. Asym. LGD -0.0286 0.5403 -0.0667 0.6403

LGD vs. Asym. CC -0.0857 0.5986 -0.0667 0.6403

MAE

� p-value � p-value

LGD vs. CC 0.7714 0.0514 0.6000 0.0681

LGD vs. Asym. LGD 0.6571 0.0875 0.4667 0.1361

LGD vs. Asym. CC 0.7714 0.0514 0.6000 0.0681

Note: The � coe¢ cients denote the Spearman�s or Kendall�s rank correlation coe¢ cients. The p-values are computed

under the null hypothesis � = 0 and are based on the exact permutation distributions for small sample sizes. LGD and

CC respectively denote the rankings based on LGD or regulatory capital errors. Asym. LGD and Asym. CC respectively

denote the rankings obtained with asymmetric loss functions based on LGD or regulatory capital errors.

Beyond the rank correlations, we also investigate if the choice of the loss function may a¤ect

the pairwise models comparison. In appendix I, we display the paired t-tests for comparisons

of MSE and MAE, based on LGD estimation errors or regulatory capital estimation errors.

The logic here is similar to Yao, Crook and Andreeva (2015 and 2017) or Nazemi et al.

(2017). The main takeaway of these pairwise tests is the following. Considering out-of-

sample criteria (MSE or MAE) based on regulatory capital estimation errors sometimes change

the conclusions of the pairwise comparison of LGD models performance. For instance, if

we consider the MSE criterion based on LGD errors, the LS-SVR model outperforms all

other models (except the GB), as the di¤erences between the corresponding MSEs are always

positive for a 5% signi�cance level. However, when considering the MSE based on regulatory
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capital errors, the MSE di¤erence between the LS-SVR and the TREE model is not signi�cant,

meaning that both models lead to similar regulatory capital estimation errors. Similarly, the

LS-SVR does not make signi�cant improvements compared to the RF when one considers

regulatory capital errors.

6 Robustness checks

Our empirical results are robust to a variety of robustness checks. Firstly, instead of con-

sidering a common PD for the computation of the capital charges, we use the individual PD

calculated by the internal bank�s risk model for each credit one year before the default occurs.

The corresponding LGD models�rankings are reported in Table 5. The rankings based on

the MSE are similar to those obtained with a common PD (cf. Table 3). For the symmetric

capital charge MSE, the only change concerns the RF and the TREE models. For the asym-

metric MSE, the ranking changes for the LS-SVR, the ANN, the GB and TREE models. But,

we still observe ranking inversions compared to the ranking based on the LGD loss functions.

Secondly, we also consider the same type of regressions by excluding the exposure at

default from the set of explanatory variables. The qualitative results (not reported) remain

the same: we observe a global inconsistency of the LGD models�rankings based on the LGD

estimates or on the capital charge estimates. So, include (or exclude) the EAD as explanatory

variable in the LGD models, has no consequence on the validity of the condition of proposition

1, since we only consider non-linear LGD models in our application.

Finally, we extend the set of explanatory variables by considering three macroeconomic

variables in order to capture the in�uence of the business cycles on the recovery process,

as suggested by Schuermann (2004), Bellotti and Crook (2012), and Tobback et al. (2014).

These variables are the Brazilian GDP growth, the unemployment and interbank rates. Table

6 displays the corresponding LGD models�rankings. With the MSE criterion, the RF out-

performs all competing models whatever the loss function considered. It is also the case for

the MAE criterion. As in the previous cases, we observe a ranking inconsistency for other

models, meaning that the condition of proposition 1 is not valid for these couples of models.

The values of the losses (MSE, MAE) are displayed in appendix H, along with the correspond-

ing R2 and RMSE. Our results are similar to those obtained in the literature. For instance,
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Table 5: Models�rankings based on Basel PDs

LGD Loss CC Loss Asym. LGD Loss Asym. CC Loss

Mean squared error

1. LS-SVR LS-SVR RF RF

2. GB GB LS-SVR LS-SVR

3. ANN RF FRR ANN

4. FRR TREE ANN FRR

5. RF ANN TREE GB

6. TREE FRR GB TREE

Mean absolute error

1. LS-SVR RF RF RF

2. RF LS-SVR LS-SVR LS-SVR

3. ANN ANN FRR ANN

4. GB TREE ANN FRR

5. FRR GB TREE TREE

6. TREE FRR GB GB

Note: The two columns LGD Loss and CC Loss correspond to the models�rankings obtained with loss functions (MSE

or MAE) respectively de�ned in terms of LGD forecast errors and regulatory capital forecast errors (computed with

Basel PD values). The columns Asym. LGD Loss and Asym. CC Loss display the rankings obtained with asymmetric

loss functions either de�ned in terms of LGD or regulatory capital forecast errors.

Hartmann-Wendels, Miller, and Töws (2014) who examine three leasing datasets, report a

MAE that ranges from 0:2710 to 0:3370 for the TREE model (0:2768 in our case), while their

RMSE takes values between 0:3462 and 0:3958 depending on the dataset (0:3343 in our case).

We also get similar results for the RF as those reported in Miller and Töws (2017). Within

their sample, the authors obtain a MAE of 0:3272 (0:2705 in our case) and a MSE of 0:1722

(0:1092 in our case). We obtain relatively low R2 values (around 10%) when we consider LGD

errors, but the R2 reaches higher values (around 35%) when considering RC errors.

Beyond the rankings analysis, we report in appendix J the marginal e¤ects of the debt

characteristics and macroeconomic variables on the LGD estimates obtained within the FRR

model. Our qualitative results are similar to those obtained in the literature. As in Bastos

(2010), the credit interest rate (�xed at the beginning of the credit contract) positively a¤ects

the LGD. This positive e¤ect re�ects the fact that the risky clients, who have the lowest
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Table 6: Models�rankings based on LGD and capital charge expected loss functions: LGD
models with macroeconomic variables and common PD

LGD Loss CC Loss Asym. LGD Loss Asym. CC Loss

Mean squared error

1. RF RF RF RF

2. LS-SVR LS-SVR ANN ANN

3. GB TREE TREE LS-SVR

4. ANN GB LS-SVR TREE

5. TREE ANN GB GB

6. FRR FRR FRR FRR

Mean absolute error

1. RF RF RF RF

2. LS-SVR LS-SVR ANN ANN

3. ANN ANN LS-SVR LS-SVR

4. GB TREE TREE TREE

5. TREE GB GB GB

6. FRR FRR FRR FRR

Note: The two columns LGD Loss and CC Loss correspond to the models�rankings obtained with loss functions (MSE

or MAE) respectively de�ned in terms of LGD forecast errors and regulatory capital forecast errors. The columns Asym.

LGD Loss and Asym. CC Loss display the rankings obtained with asymmetric loss functions either de�ned in terms of

LGD or regulatory capital forecast errors.

collateral, have generally also the highest interest rates and in �ne the lowest recovery rates.

The original maturity has also a positive and signi�cant e¤ect on LGD. Indeed, for a given

retail credit or leasing contract, longer maturities are generally negotiated by riskiest clients

with the lowest collateral and revenues, and as a consequence the highest LGD. Contrary

to Schuermann (2004), we observe a signi�cant and positive impact of the EAD. The brand

and the characteristics (new or second hand) of the car, the customer type (professional or

individual), and the credit type (leasing versus standard credit) do not signi�cantly impact

the LGD. Finally, the time to default has a negative impact meaning that bank generally

su¤ers limited losses for contracts that default close to their maturity. This result is similar

to that obtained by Bellotti and Crook (2012) who found a negative and signi�cant impact

for the date of default.

Concerning macroeconomic variables, we observe that the interbank interest rate (measured
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at the date of default) has a negative and signi�cant coe¢ cient. Tobback et al. (2014) also

�nd a negative impact of the Federal Funds rate and explain it by the fact that a higher

Federal Funds rate decreases the ability of the borrowers to pay o¤ already defaulted loans.

We observe that the unemployment rate has a signi�cant positive impact on LGDs, as in

Tobback et al. (2014). Finally, we observe that the GDP growth rate coe¢ cient is negative,

but non-signi�cant at the 5% level. During a period of economic boom, banks are willing

to issue loans to more risky borrowers against a high return. Therefore, the expansion and

peak phases of the business cycle are accompanied by an accumulation of risks which result

in greater losses once the growth starts slowing down. However, as pointed out by Tobback

et al. (2014), one should be very cautious about interpreting the GDP growth e¤ect, as the

peak phase of the business cycle generally corresponds to a low growth percentage of GDP.

7 Conclusion

LGD is one of the key modelling components of the credit risk capital requirements. Accord-

ing to the AIRB approach adopted by most major international banks, the LGD forecasts

are issued from internal risk models. While the practices seem to be well established for the

PD modelling, no particular guideline has been proposed concerning how LGD models should

be compared, selected, and evaluated. As a consequence, the model benchmarking method

generally adopted by banks and academics simply consists in evaluating the LGD forecasts

on a test set, with standard statistical criteria such as MSE, MAE, etc., as for any continuous

variable. Thus, the LGD model comparison is done regardless of the other Basel risk para-

meters and by neglecting the impact of the LGD forecast errors on the regulatory capital.

This approach may lead to select a LGD model that has the smallest MSE among all the

competing models, but that induces small errors on small exposures, but large errors on large

exposures.

We propose an alternative comparison methodology for the LGD models which is based

on expected loss functions expressed in terms of regulatory capital charge. These loss func-

tions penalize more heavily the LGD forecast errors associated to large exposure or to long

credit maturity. We also de�ne asymmetric loss functions that only penalize the LGD models

which lead to underestimating the regulatory capital, since these underestimations weaken
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the bank�s ability to absorb unexpected credit losses. Using a sample of credits provided by

an international bank, we illustrate the interest of our method by comparing the rankings of

six competing LGD models. Our approach allows to identify the best LGD models associated

with the lowest estimation errors on the regulatory capital. Besides, the empirical results

con�rm that the ranking based on a naive LGD loss function are generally di¤erent from the

models ranking obtained with the capital charge symmetric (or asymmetric) loss.

A natural extension of our work includes the identi�cation of a Model Con�dence Set

(Hansen, Lunde, and Nason (2011)) that contains the "best" LGD models for a given level

of con�dence and a given criterion. This method of "models clustering", based on pairwise t-

tests and an iterative algorithm, have been recently used to compare conditional risk measures

(Hurlin et al. (2017)) and could be adapted to compare LGD models.
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8 Appendix

A Asymptotic Single Risk Factor model

Here, we detail the sketch of the proof of the regulatory formula for the credit capital charge

(for more details, see Gouriéroux and Tiomo (2007), Roncalli (2009), or Genest and Brie

(2013)). Let us consider a portfolio of n credits indexed by i = 1; :::; n: The portfolio loss is

equal to

L =
nX
i=1

EADi � LGDi �Di

where EADi is the exposure at default for the ith credit (assumed to be constant), LGDi is the

loss given default (random variable) and Di is a binary random variable that takes a value 1

if there is a default before the residual maturity Mi and 0 otherwise. Formally, Di = 1(� i�Mi)

where � i is the default time (random variable).

Assumption A1: The default depends on a set of factors X and we denote by x the real-

ization of X.

Assumption A2: The loss given default LGD i is independent from the default time � i.

Assumption A3: The default times � i, i = 1; :::; n are independent conditionally to the X

factors.

Assumption A4: The portfolio is in�nitely �ne-grained, which means that there is no con-

centration, with

lim
n!1

max
EADjPn
i=1 EADi

= 0 8j

Under assumptions A1-A4, it is possible to show that the conditional distribution of L

given X degenerates to the conditional expectation EX (L) = E (LjX = x) and we get

LjX p! EX (L) =
nX
i=1

EADi � E (LGDi)� pi (x)

where pi (x) = EX (Di) = E (Di = 1jX = x) is the conditional default probability. Notice

that under assumption A2, EX (LGDi) = E (LGDi). As a consequence, the portfolio loss has

a marginal distribution given by

L
d! g (X) =

nX
i=1

EADi| {z }
constant term

� E (LGDi)| {z }
constant term

� pi (X)| {z }
random var.

Denote by FL the cdf of L such that FL (l) � Pr (L � l) = Pr (g (X) � l).
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Assumption A5: There is only one factor X; with a cdf FX (:) and pi (X) is a decreasing

function of X.

Under assumption A5, the �-VaR of the portfolio loss L is de�ned as V aRL (�) =

F�1L (�) = g
�
F�1X (1� �)

�
or equivalently by

V aRL (�) =
nX
i=1

EADi � E (LGDi)� pi
�
F�1X (1� �)

�
=

nX
i=1

RCi

where RCi denotes the risk contribution of the credit i. The VaR of an in�nitely �ne-grained

portfolio can be decomposed as a sum of independent risk contributions, since RCi only

depends on the characteristics of the ith credit (exposure at default, loss given default and

probability of default). Similarly, the marginal loss expectation is de�ned as

E (L) =
nX
i=1

EADi � E (LGDi)� pi

where pi = Pr (Di = 1) corresponds to the unconditional probability of failure.

Assumption 6: Let Zi be the normalized asset value of the entity i. The default occurs when

Zi is below a given barrier Bi (level of debt), with

Di = 1 if Zi � Bi

Assumption 7: The asset value Zi depends on a common risk factor X and an idiosyncratic

risk factor "i, with

Zi =
p
�X +

p
1� �"i

where X and "i are two independent standard normal random variables, and � is the asset�s

correlation (or with the factor).

Under assumptions A6-A7, the conditional probability of default is equal to

pi (x) = �

�
Bi �

p
�xp

1� �

�
where � (:) is the cdf of the standard normal distribution and the barrier Bi corresponds

to the quantile associated to the unconditional probability of default, Bi = ��1 (pi). Since

��1 (1� �) = ���1 (�), we get

V aRL (�) =

nX
i=1

EADi � E (LGDi)� �
�
��1 (pi) +

p
���1 (�)p

1� �

�
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In order to determine the regulatory capital (RC), the BCBS considers the unexpected

loss as the credit risk measure

RC = UL (�) = V aRL (�)� E (L)

Then, we get

RC =
nX
i=1

EADi � E (LGDi)�
�
�

�
��1 (pi) +

p
���1 (�)p

1� �

�
� pi

�
By considering a risk level � = 99:9% and by denoting PD the unconditional probability of

default, we get the IRB formula (without maturity adjustment).

B Maturity adjustment and correlation functions

The maturity adjustment suggested by the BCBS depends on the type of exposure. For the

corporate, sovereign, and bank exposures, it is de�ned as

 (M) =
1 + (M� 2:5)� b (PD)
1� 1:5� b (PD)

with the smoothed maturity adjustment equal to

b (PD) = (0:11852� 0:05478 log (PD))2

For the retail exposures, there is no maturity adjustment, i.e.  (M) = 1. The correlation

function � (PD) describes the dependence of the asset value of a borrower on the general state

of the economy. Di¤erent asset classes show di¤erent degrees of dependency on the overall

economy, so it�s necessary to adapt the correlation coe¢ cient to these classes. The correlation

function � (PD) for corporate, sovereign, and bank exposures is de�ned as

� (PD) = 0:12�
�
1� e�50 PD
1� e�50

�
+ 0:24�

�
1�

�
1� e�50 PD
1� e�50

��
For small and medium-sized enterprises (SME), a �rm-size adjustment is introduced that

depends on the sales. In the sequel, we neglect this adjustment for simplicity. For retail

exposures, the correlation function � (PD) depends on the exposures. For the residential

mortgage exposures, the BCBS recommends to �x the correlation at 0:15, for revolving retail

exposures at 0:04 and for other retail exposures, to use the following formula

� (PD) = 0:03�
�
1� e�35 PD
1� e�35

�
+ 0:16�

�
1�

�
1� e�35 PD
1� e�35

��
The pro�les of the capital charge coe¢ cient � (PD) for the various types of exposure, are

displayed on Figure 5.
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Figure 5: � function for di¤erent types of retail exposure
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C Proof of proposition 1

Proof. Under assumptions A1-A2, the capital charge expected loss can be expressed as

LCC;m = E
�
g
�
�i;m

��
= E (g (EADi � � (PD)�  (M)� "i;m))

= g (� (PD))� g ( (M))� E (g (EADi � "i;m))

since � (PD) and  (M) are positive constant terms. Rewrite LCC;m as

LCC;m = �� cov (g (EADi) ; g ("i;m)) + �� E (g (EADi))� Lm

with� = g (� (PD))�g ( (M)) and Lm = E (g ("i;m)). Consider two LGDmodelsm andm+1.
The rankings of the two models are consistent as soon as Lm < Lm+1 and LCC;m < LCC;m+1.
Since � > 0, these conditions can be expressed as

cov (g (EADi) ; g ("i;m))+E (g (EADi))�Lm < cov (g (EADi) ; g ("i;m+1))+E (g (EADi))�Lm+1

Or equivalently as

cov (g (EADi) ; g ("i;m))� cov (g (EADi) ; g ("i;m+1)) < E (g (EADi)) (Lm+1 � Lm)

with Lm+1 � Lm < 0 and E (g (EADi)) > 0:
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D Proof of corollary 2

Proof. If the variables EADi and "i;m are independent, the variables g (EADi) and g ("i;m)

are also independent. Then, the capital charge expected loss becomes

LCC;m = E
�
g
�
�i;m

��
= g (� (PD))� g ( (M))� E (g (EADi))� E (g ("i;m))

Consider two LGD models m and m+ 1; 8m = 1; :::;M� 1, for which Lm < Lm+1, then we
have

�i � E (g ("i;m)) < �i � E (g ("i;m+1))

with �i = g (� (PD))� g ( (M))� E (g (EADi)) > 0: The ranking of LGD models are neces-
sarily consistent, i.e. LCC;m < LCC;m+1:
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E Dataset description

Table E1: List of the variables

Variables type Variables name Description

Contract Original maturity Original maturity of the contract (in months)

Time to default Number of months before default

Relative duration Time to default divided by maturity

Interest rate Interest (or renting) rate

Exposition type Credit or leasing

Customer type Individual, professional (natural or legal)

Brand of the car Brand name of the car

State of the car New or second-hand

Macroeconomic GDP Growth rate Brazil, quarterly

Unemployment rate Brazil, monthly

Interbank interest rate Brazil, monthly

Basel parameters EAD Exposure at default

PD Basel default probability estimated by the bank

LGD Loss Given Default
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Table E2: Descriptive statistics of the variables

Credit characteristics

q25 Median q75

Original maturity (month) 36 48 60

Time to default (month) 11 19 29

Relative duration 0.23 0.43 0.70

Interest rate 17.04 19.94 23.19

Exposure at default 10,631 19,035 28,112

Percentage

Exposition type

Credit 71.33

Leasing 28.67

Customer type

Individuals 66.96

Professionals 33.04

Brand of the car

Brand A 76.62

Brand B 17.86

Other 5.52

State of the car

New hand 89.09

Second hand 10.91

Macroeconomic variables

q25 Median q75

GDP growth rate -0.04 0.24 0.99

Unemployment rate 5.09 5.45 5.78

Interbank interest rate 8.00 10.50 11.25
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F Competing LGD Models

For our comparison, we consider six competing LGD models which are commonly used in

academic and practitioner literature (see for instance Bastos (2010), Qi and Zhao (2011),

Loterman et al. (2012), etc.), namely (1) the fractional response regression model, (2) the

regression tree, (3) the random forest, (4) the gradient boosting, (5) the arti�cial neural

network, and (6) the least squares support vector regression. In the sequel, we brie�y present

these competing models and mention the main references for further details.

F.1 Fractional response regression

The fractional response regression (FRR) model, initially proposed by Papke and Wooldridge

(1996), allows to estimate the conditional mean of a continuous variable de�ned over [0; 1].

The FRR speci�cation is de�ned as

E (LGDijXi) = G
�
X 0
i�
�

where Xi is a k-vector of explanatory variables for the ith loan, � a k-vector of parameters

and G (:) a link function, with G : R ! [0; 1]. A natural choice for the link function is the

logistic function with

G
�
X 0
i�
�
=

1

1 + exp (�X 0
i�)

The model parameters are estimated by quasi-maximum likelihood (QML), where the quasi

likelihood is de�ned as a modi�ed Bernouilli likelihood. If we denote by b� the QML estimator
of �, the LGD estimator is then given by [LGDi = G(X 0

i
b�).

F.2 Regression tree

The regression tree (TREE), initially introduced by Breiman et al. (1984), is a machine-

learning forecasting method. For a continuous variable, the tree is obtained by recursively

partitioning the covariates space according to a prediction error (de�ned as the squared di¤er-

ence between the observed and predicted values) and then, by �tting a simple mean prediction

within each partition.

The sketch of a regression tree algorithm is the following. The algorithm starts with a root

node gathering all observations. For each covariate X, �nd the set R that minimizes the sum

of the node impurities in the two child nodes and choose the split that gives the minimum

overall X and R. The splitting procedure continues until no signi�cant further reduction of
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the sum of squared deviations is possible. At the end of the procedure, we get a partition

into K regions R1; : : : ; RK , also called terminal nodes or leaves. For each terminal node k,

the LGD forecast is then given by the average LGD, denoted LGDk, estimated from all the

contracts that belong to the region Rk, with

[LGDi =
KX
k=1

LGDk � I(Xi2Rk)

There exist many algorithms for regression trees. Here, we consider the CART algorithm

(Breiman et al. (1984)).

F.3 Random forest

Random forest (RF), introduced by Breiman (2001), is a bootstrap aggregation method of

regression trees, trained on di¤erent parts of the same training set, with the goal of reducing

over�tting (or, equivalently estimator variance). Random forest generally induces a small

increase in the bias compared to regression trees and a loss of interpretability, but generally

greatly boosts the performance of the model. In addition to constructing each tree using a

di¤erent bootstrap sample of the data as in bagging approaches, random forests change how

the regression trees are constructed. Indeed, each node is split using the best among a subset

of covariates randomly chosen at that node. Assume that B regression trees are combined and

denote by [LGDi;b the prediction of the bth tree, then the random forest prediction is de�ned

as

[LGDi =
1

B

BX
b=1

[LGDi;b

F.4 Gradient boosting

Gradient boosting (GB) is an iterative aggregation procedure that consecutively �ts new

models (typically regression trees) to provide a more accurate estimate of the dependent

variable (Friedman (2001)). The general feature of this algorithm consists in constructing for

each iteration, a new base-learner which is maximally correlated with the negative gradient

of a loss function, evaluated at the previous iteration over the whole sample. In general,

the choice of the loss function is up to the researcher, but most of the studies consider the

quadratic loss function.12

12Another possibility would consist to use our capital charge loss function for the gradient boosting algorithm.
But, this new estimation method for LGD is beyond the scope of this paper.
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The gradient boosting algorithm can be summarized as follows. A �rst regression tree is

built on the LGD training set. Denote by f0(Xi) the prediction for the ith loan and de�ne

the corresponding residuals ri0 = LGDi � f0(Xi) for i =; ::; nt. At the �rst iteration, a new
regression tree is applied to the residuals ri0. The LGD predictions are then updated using

the iterative formula f1(Xi) = f0(Xi) + ri1, where ri1 denotes the adjusted residuals issued

from the regression tree. After M iterations, algorithm stops and the �nal LGD predictions

are given by

[LGDi = f0(Xi) +
MX
m=1

rim

F.5 Arti�cial neural network

Arti�cial neural networks (ANN) are a class of �exible non-linear models, initially introduced

by Bishop (1995). It produces an output value by feeding inputs through a network whose

subsequent nodes apply some chosen activation function to a weighted sum of incoming values.

The type of ANN considered in this study is a multilayer perceptron similar to that used by

Qi and Zhao (2011) for the LGD forecasts. It consists in a three-layer network based on an

input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. The central idea of the algorithm is (1) to

extract linear combinations of the covariates from the input layer to the hidden layer, and

(2) to apply nonlinear function on these derived features in the output layer to predict the

dependent variable.

Let f be the unknown underlying function, through which a vector of input variables X

explains LGD, i.e. LGDi = f(Xi). Derived features Zm are created using linear combinations

of the covariates such as

Zim = G(�
0
mXi); 8m = 1; : : : ;M

whereM is the number of neurons in the hidden layer, �m a vector of coe¢ cients (including a

constant term) from the input layer to the hidden layer and G (:) the logistic function, which

is the common activation function used in neural network. The LGD are then modeled as a

function of these linear combinations such that

f (Xi) = �0 +

MX
m=1

�mZim + "i

where �m are coe¢ cients from the hidden layer to the output layer. The LGD forecasts are

then given by [LGDi = f (Xi) :
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F.6 Least squares support vector regression

Initially introduced by Vapnik (1995), support vector machine (SVM) is a machine learning

tool for classi�cation and regression. The method has become popular for its ability to deal

with large data, its small number of meta-parameters, and its good results in practice. The

key principle of SVM is to map the covariates into a higher dimensional feature space through

a mapping function which increases the learning capabilities of the algorithm. In the context

of LGD modelling, we consider support vector regression (SVR) since the LGD variable is

continuous. There exist various types of SVR. Here, we consider the least squares support

vector regression (LS-SVR) introduced by Suykens and Vandewalle (1999) and Suykens et

al. (2002). This method has a low computational cost as it is equivalent to solving a linear

system of equations instead of solving a quadratic programming problem. Loterman et al.

(2012), Yao, Crook, and Andreeva (2015 and 2017) and Nazemi et al. (2017) illustrate the

good predictive performance of LS-SVR for LGD modelling.

Suppose a set of training data fyi; XigNi=1 in which yi is the observed response value
(i.e. LGDi in our case) and Xi the associated k-vector of explanatory variables for the ith

individual. Let us assume that yi can be approximated by the following function such that

f (Xi) = �
0' (Xi) + b

where � is the k-vector of unknown parameters, b is the intercept, and ' (Xi) denotes the

kernel function that maps the data from the original data space to a higher dimensional space.

The LS-SVR is hence based on the following quadratic minimization problem(
min
�;b;ui

J (�; b; ui) =
1
2�

0� + C
2

PN
i=1 u

2
i

s.t. yi = �
0' (Xi) + b+ ui; i = 1; : : : ; N

The minimization of the �rst part of the J objective allows to control appropriately for

over�tting, while the second serves to reduce the training error. Notice that the error terms

u2i are scaled by a positive regularization parameter C that controls the penalty imposed

on prediction errors. In others words, this parameter determines the trade-o¤ between the

model complexity (�atness) and the degree to which large deviations are tolerated. This

optimization problem can be solved in a simpler way using its Lagrange dual formulation

counterpart. The dual formula requires the introduction of Lagrangian multipliers denoted

f�igNi=1 in the optimization problem leading to the maximization of

L (�; b; ui; �i) = J (�; b; ui)�
NX
i=1

�i
�
�0' (Xi) + b+ ui � yi

�
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The KKT condition allows to reformulate the dual form in terms of linear equation systems

such as �
0 10N
1N K

��
b
�

�
=

�
0
Y

�
with Y = (y1; : : : ; yN )

0, 1N = (1; : : : ; 1)0, � = (�1; : : : ; �N )
0, and K = K + 1

C IN . By using

Mercer�s condition, the uvth element of K is given by

Kuv = ' (Xu)
0 :' (Xv) = K (Xu; Xv) u; v = 1; : : : ; N

In order to implement the LS-SVR model, we consider a radial basis function kernel de�ned

as

K (Xu; Xv) = exp

�
�jjXu �Xvjj

2

2�2

�
where � is the scale parameter of the kernel. The closed form solution for � and b is then

given by 8<: �� = K
�1
(Y � b�1N )

b� =
10NK

�1
Y

10NK
�1
1N

We �nally get the LGD forecast for the jth individual as

f (Xj) =

NX
i=1

��iK (Xi; Xj) + b
�
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G Scatter plot of the LGD and regulatory capital forecast
errors

Figure G1 displays the scatter plots of the LGD versus regulatory capital (RC) forecast errors

for the six competing models.

Figure G1: Scatter plot of the LGD and regulatory capital forecast errors (all models)
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H Out-of-sample criteria

Table H1: Out-of-sample criteria based on LGD and capital charge errors

FRR ANN TREE LS-SVR RF GB

MSE

Standard LGD 0.1169 0.1160 0.1176 0.1148 0.1170 0.1160

CC 3,815,235 3,799,711 3,732,987 3,700,248 3,737,030 3,720,010

Asymmetric LGD 0.2010 0.2014 0.2018 0.1990 0.1982 0.2019

CC 6,036,659 5,898,476 6,131,352 5,910,540 5,835,150 6,179,716

MAE

Standard LGD 0.2906 0.2856 0.2908 0.2856 0.2856 0.2896

CC 1,373.96 1,353.61 1,366.04 1,347.04 1,342.20 1,367.34

Asymmetric LGD 0.3815 0.3817 0.3817 0.3787 0.3752 0.3843

CC 1,815.28 1,800.22 1,819.83 1,792.60 1,758.73 1,836.43

RMSE
Standard LGD 0.3419 0.3406 0.3430 0.3388 0.3420 0.3406

CC 1,953.26 1,949.28 1,932.09 1,923.60 1,933.14 1,928.73

Asymmetric LGD 0.4483 0.4488 0.4492 0.4461 0.4452 0.4493

CC 2,456.96 2,428.68 2,476.16 2,431.16 2,415.61 2,485.90

R2

Standard LGD 0.0447 0.0521 0.0390 0.0622 0.0441 0.0522

CC 0.3003 0.3032 0.3154 0.3214 0.3147 0.3178

Asymmetric LGD 0.0209 0.0363 0.0200 0.0388 0.0398 0.0278

CC 0.4566 0.4769 0.4504 0.4714 0.4761 0.4506
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Table H2: Out-of-sample criteria (LGD models with macroeconomic variables)

FRR ANN TREE LS-SVR RF GB

MSE

Standard LGD 0.1125 0.1108 0.1117 0.1094 0.1092 0.1101

CC 3,589,815 3,530,643 3,470,465 3,445,874 3,441,599 3,476,828

Asymmetric LGD 0.1994 0.1870 0.1904 0.1908 0.1843 0.1921

CC 5,792,513 5,480,483 5,678,123 5,488,234 5,443,856 5,716,877

MAE

Standard LGD 0.2805 0.2731 0.2768 0.2724 0.2705 0.2766

CC 1,316.02 1,279.29 1,296.38 1,273.56 1,270.13 1,304.60

Asymmetric LGD 0.3807 0.3613 0.3683 0.3678 0.3583 0.3721

CC 1,784.87 1,691.39 1,741.11 1,714.11 1,686.07 1,758.48

RMSE

Standard LGD 0.3355 0.3329 0.3343 0.3308 0.3305 0.3318

CC 1,894.68 1,879.00 1,862.92 1,856.31 1,855.15 1,864.63

Asymmetric LGD 0.4465 0.4324 0.4364 0.4368 0.4292 0.4382

CC 2,406.76 2,341.04 2,382.88 2,342.70 2,333.21 2,391.00

R2

Standard LGD 0.0805 0.0947 0.0870 0.1061 0.1077 0.1003

CC 0.3417 0.3525 0.3636 0.3681 0.3689 0.3624

Asymmetric LGD 0.0571 0.1157 0.0986 0.0981 0.1260 0.0959

CC 0.4925 0.5151 0.5013 0.5191 0.5206 0.4987
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I Paired t-test for comparisons of MSE and MAE

Table I1: Paired t-test for comparisons of MSE

Models FRR ANN TREE LS-SVR RF GB

Panel A. LGD Loss

FRR �

ANN 1:0138 �

TREE �0:7712 �1:3892 �

LS-SVR 3:1996�� 2:1222� 2:9342�� �

RF �0:0588 �0:8185 0:4766 �2:0093� �

GB 1:9272 0:0052 2:0023� �1:7521 0:7907 �

Panel B. CC Loss

FRR �

ANN 0:2817 �

TREE 1:1020 0:7267 �

LS-SVR 3:2161�� 2:5371� 0:4376 �

RF 0:9583 0:8966 �0:0481 �0:5752 �

GB 1:9318 1:1372 0:2803 �0:3983 0:2358 �

Note: Values are paired t statistics where a positive value means the accuracy statistic for the model on the vertical axis

is better than that for the model on the horizontal axis, and vice versa. *: 5% Signi�cance level. **: 1% Signi�cance

level.
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Table I2: Paired t-test for comparisons of MAE

Models FRR ANN TREE LS-SVR RF GB

Panel A. LGD Loss

FRR �

ANN 3:9300�� �

TREE �0:1094 �3:2109�� �

LS-SVR 5:1559�� 0:0518 3:7981�� �

RF 2:7557�� 0:0049 2:8167�� �0:0223 �

GB 1:6076 �3:0733�� 1:0514 �3:9863�� �2:2727� �

Panel B. CC Loss

FRR �

ANN 2:8610�� �

TREE 0:8975 �1:1809 �

LS-SVR 5:0206�� 1:3452 2:1153� �

RF 2:9521�� 1:2095 2:1702� 0:5432 �

GB 1:4570 �1:8047 �0:1879 �3:5635�� �2:5179� �

Note: Values are paired t statistics where a positive value means the accuracy statistic for the model on the vertical axis

is better than that for the model on the horizontal axis, and vice versa. *: 5% Signi�cance level. **: 1% Signi�cance

level.
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J Marginal e¤ects in the FRR model

Table J1: Estimation results of the fractional response regression model

Independent variables (1) (2)

Interest rate 0:0282�� 0:0253��

Original maturity 0:0168�� 0:0154��

Time to default �0:0158� �0:0133
Relative duration 1:3152�� 1:2437��

Exposure at default 1:7e�05�� 1:7e�05��

Customer type

Individuals 0:0453 0:0378

Professionals � �
Brand of the car

Brand A �0:1143 �0:0960
Brand B 0:1084 0:0944

Other � �
Exposition type

Credit 0:0125 0:0558

Leasing � �
State of the car

New hand �0:1771 �0:2302�

Second hand � �
Macroeconomic Variables

GDP growth rate � �0:0231
Unmeployment rate � 0:7546��

Interbank interest rate � �0:0814��

Note: The �rst and second columns display the estimation results of the FRR model, with and without including

macroeconomic variables, respectively. *: 5% Signi�cance level. **: 1% Signi�cance level.
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